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Abstract

In peer-to-peer research, one of the most popular areas is
Distributed Hash Table (DHT). Among many topics in the
DHT area, this paper focuses on DHT latencies, which are
mainly caused by its basic multi-hop lookup function. Some
DHTs already have the capability of building big routing
tables to reduce hop counts. However, none of them are
explicitly trying to enlarge the routing table and lower the
hop count. This paper provides a simple latency model of
DHT and discusses how big routing tables help reduce la-
tency.

1. Introduction

Even though the popularity of peer-to-peer systems con-
tinues to increase, questions remain about their scalability.
To increase the scalability of peer-to-peer systems, some
research such as Chord [1], Pastry [2], and Kademlia [3]
have proposed distributed hash table (DHT) techniques. In
a DHT system, one “puts” a (key, value) pair of data, which
others can “get” by akey from the DHT. “Lookup,” the ba-
sic function of DHT, takes akey as an input and returns the
“closest” peer(s) to thekey. Each system has a different
definition of “close”; for example, in Pastry the definition
is based on a numerical distance between an initially as-
signed peer identifier value and a hash value of the key by
some consistent hash function.

Along with different definitions of “close,” each system
also uses a different routing algorithm, with different aver-
age sizes of routing tables (denoted ask), and average hop
counts (denoted ash). The typical algorithm can achieve:

k = 2b log2b N h = log2b N (1)

whereN is the total number of peers in a network, andb is
a configurable variable. Although we refer these formulas
in [2] and [3], Chord can also achieve the same (or better)
performance [4]. There are two major choices forb: one
is to makeb small to keepk low, which we call a “small
routing table,” and the other is to enlargeb to keeph low,
which we call a “big routing table.”

The latencies in DHTs are mainly caused by the laten-
cies in the lookup function. We focus on lowering the

lookup latencies by reducing the hop count with big routing
tables; however, actually keeping a big routing table up-
dated tends to be expensive. Kademlia and other DHT al-
gorithms have a “parallel lookup” capability to send simul-
taneously requests to multiple peers. With parallel lookup,
the routing table does not have to be completely updated,
allowing it to contain an entry of a peer that has already
exited the network.

For simplicity in this paper we assume the following: a)
The latency of the lookup function is the latency of DHTs,
because other factors that increase DHT latencies does not
basically depend on network size. b) The underlying net-
work is uniform. Methods that deal with the underlying
network topology are left for other research such as [5]. c)
A method to build routing tables that allow parallel lookups
is given. We believe such a method can easily be assembled
based on the “accelerated lookups” in [3].

2. Latency Model

This section describes the parameters of a simple DHT
model. In section 1, we definedN, k, andh. Since we
are ignoring the underlying network topology, we define a
constantD as a latency of networks, which is similar to the
Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) ping round-trip
time. λC is defined as the average rate at which each peer
joins and exits (or fails) the network. In other words, in
every 1/λC period of time, one peer probably exits the net-
work, and another peer joins the network. A typical DHT
algorithm uses a ping mechanism to periodically send a
small packet to detect peer exits (or failures), andλp is
defined as the expected rate at which a peer sends a ping
packet to each peer in its routing table. Herew is called a
lookup width, which denotes how many peers a peer sends
a request to in each parallel lookup step.

We then calculate the expected lookup latencyd and the
probability of lookup failurePlookup f ailure. Our definition
of “good algorithm” for DHT latencies is the achievement
of low d with acceptably (depending on the application of
the DHT) highPlookup f ailure, under the certain bandwidth.

Recalling thatD is a constant, we getd = Dh. Accord-
ing to [6], assuming that the time that a peer exists in a
network is exponentially distributed, the probability that a



peer in a routing table is failed is 1− e−λC/λp . We also
assume that the parallel lookup works perfectly, meaning
that the lookup function returns the correct result even if
all but one peer has failed at each lookup step. With these
assumptions, we get the following equation:

Plookup f ailure = 1−{1− (1− e−λC/λp)w}h (2)

We do not describe the bandwidth here, but our approach
is to reduceλp to control the bandwidth with a big rout-
ing table. Increasingw might help to reduceλp. Further
bandwidth discussion remains as future research.

3. An Example

In this section, we ascribe values to the parameters de-
scribed in section 2.

We letN = 1,000,000,b = 1 for the small routing table,
and b = 10 for the big routing table. Equation 1 shows
thatk = 39.86 andh = 19.93 for small routing tables, and
k = 2040 andh = 1.993 for big routing tables.

According to [7], 80% of peers have latencies of at
least 70 ms, henceD = 0.07 (seconds). [7] has also men-
tioned that the median session duration is approximately
60 minutes, and in this case,λC = 1/60/60= 0.0002777
(event/second). We simply setw = 3 from theα value de-
scribed in [3].

As expected,d = 1.395 (seconds) with the small routing
table, andd = 0.1395 (seconds) with the big routing table.
The difference of about 1 second is rather long, especially if
it is the waiting time for an end user. A big routing table re-
duces latencies well, but its major drawback is an increase
of the maintenance cost.

Figure 1 shows the relationship betweenλp and
Plookup f ailure. Note that the x-axis is log scale. The graph
indicates that to achieve the samePlookup f ailure, a big rout-
ing table requires a lowerλp than a small routing table. By
reducingλp of big routing tables, the maintenance cost can
also be lowered to that of small routing tables.

4. Related Work

J. Xu et al. [8] discuss the tradeoffs between routing
table size and hop count. One of their goals is to prove the
optimal cases, whereas our approach is to abandon routing
table size and concentrate on low hop counts.

R. Mahajan et al. [9] introduce a dynamic ping rate
to control the network bandwidth. Although our approach
lowers the ping rate statically, this technique is also adapt-
able.
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Figure 1. ping rate – probability of lookup failure

5. Summary

This paper primarily compared “big routing tables” and
“small routing tables.” DHT latencies, caused by hop
count, can be reduced with big routing tables. We showed
a simple latency model with parameters and illustrated that
big routing tables help reduce latencies. The possibility of
reducing maintenance costs of a big routing table is pre-
sented, and future research should give a complete method.
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